1. Display a full-text article or definition and click the "Cite" icon that looks like a little pencil:

2. This will appear:
3. Copy the full URL, but without the period at the end.

4. Replace everything before /view with...


So, for the above example, this...


...becomes this...


5. Test all links prior to posting them via e-mail, on course webpages, etc.
1. Go to a book’s entry or title page and click the “Cite” icon that looks like a little pencil:

2. This will appear:

Last Updated: 3 September 2019
3. Copy the full URL, but without the period at the end.

4. Replace everything before /view with...


So, for the above example, this...


...becomes this...


5. Test links prior to posting via e-mail, on course webpages, etc.